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SPECIFIC
OSTEOPATHY
New York Society Hears Drs.
Beeman and Drew
Dr. L. Mason Beeman, of New York
City, addressed the O~teopathic Society
of the City of New York at their meeting, which was held at the Clinic Building, on November 17, 1928. Dr. Beem.an,
in his inimitable manner, gave a capital
lecture on "Fundamentals in Foot
Work" and demonstrated the applica·
tion of his teachings. "Technique is
an idea rather than a set of motions,"
said Dr. Beeman.
He confined his talk to the foot in
lesion and, after setting forth certain
fundamentals, defined his conception of
specific osteopathy as applied to the
foot in this talk. It is necessary to
have a working know1edge of foot
anatomy and weak spots in foot o>tructure; also to study the effects of force
applied against the foot. to analyze the
secondary effects of foot disability,and
to be observant of people walking.
The cardinal principles to keep in
mind are: First, anterior lessions may
be secondary to others farther back on
the foot. Second, always look for fibular lesions as the beginning of foot
trouble ; they are often mistaken for
knee lesion. Third, the effect on spring
arch from breaking of weight arch, not
merely subjected to added weight.
In the examination of the foot structure give proper attention to the fibula.
Remember that there are eleven muscles attached, only one of which is a
flexor.
The possible lesions of the
fibula are: anterior, posterior, upward.
A differential diagnosis is often to be
made between sprain and a fracture of
the fibula. A common lesion is out·
ward rotation.
Dr. Beeman emphasized the necessity of getLiug l.Ilu1Vllgl.L 11Ltur·"~ Gf [J1
injuries involving the feet.
The usual types of foot injuries encountered are: flabby, spread, contracted, etc.
In sprained ankles, Dr. Beeman
pointed out, that the cuboid is neady
always out of position; it is necessary
to get rid of the extravasation. Applications, reduction of the lesion, band·
aging, drainage, supports, exercises
were the ensuing topics treated.
Dr. E. G. Drew, of the Osteopathic
Hospital of Philadelphia, also appeared
on the program. Charging the osteopathic profession with the necessity of
taking stock as to the exact status and
worth of osteopathy in the treatment
of diseases, Dr. Drew said: "Dr. Andrew Taylor Still offered a wonderful
philosophy to the world when he gave
it Osteopathy. However, the Science
of Osteopathy has progressed considerably since those early days. Additions have been made to the early theories advanced and many earlry claims
of cures have been denied. The pendulum of Osteopathy has swung from
(Continued on page 4)

Freshmen Hold Dance
The Class of 1932 held its first formal dance at the Rittenhouse Hotel,
Friday evening, November 23. It was
very well attended by both the faculty
and students. Dancing was enjoyed
from 9 to I.
The committee in charge consisted
of: Thomas Nicholl, chairman; David
Shuman, Frank Beidler and Earle
Brett, assisted by the class president,
Edwin T. Ferren.

Nelson Eddy to
Sing for Hospital
Nelson Eddy, leading baritone of the
Philadelphia Civic Opera Company
and distinguished concert artist, will
give a recital Thursday evening, Jan·
uary 10, in the foyer of the Academy
of Music, for the benefit of the Osteo,
pp.thic Hospital of Philadelphia.

OPPORTUNITY!
Young women to train for lucrative positions in the
OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
OF PHILADELPHIA
19th and Spring Garden Stree~s
Refer students to this school.
For particulars addre'ss: The Directress of Nurses.

Faculty Dinner and Meeting

More than fifty members of the college faculty and hospital staff will
enjoy a Thanksgiving dinner, Tuesday
evening, November 27, in the College
Assembly Room. Dean Holden will
preside at the meeting and will place
before the meeting several important
educational matters.
A symposium on "What we Are
Teaching Our Students on the Manipulative and Adjustive Phases of Osteo·
pathic Therapeutics," will be headed
by Dr. Arthur M. Flack, head of Department of Practice of Osteopathy,
and Dr. C. D. B. Balbirnie, head of
Department of Clinical Osteopathy.
All department heads will be called
upon to tell of their teachings.

P LEDGES ANNOUNCED
BY ORGANIZATIONS
Following the official Rush Season
with its usual festivities, bids were
made by the fraternities and sororities
and the following acceptances announced:
Iota T au Sigma
Leavitt
Tomajan
Hallett
Nichol
Walters
Pettapiece
Borus
Purse
Davis
Robinson
Dunleavy
Saylor
Fish
Schuman
L. Henry
Talmage
Beidler
Phi Sigma Gamma
Struss
Burgett
Barnhurst
Evarts
Hartzell
Keating
Frazier
Axtell
Snyder
Root
Kilburn
Kutrumbos
Ogden
O'Reilly
O'Sullivan
.:t.\..ichardsuu

Theta Psi
Bennett
Boshart
Calmar
Gajeway
Hahn

Semi-Mon thly During the College Year

OSTEOPATHY FIVE
HABITS F
LOOMS POWERFUL T
RIPOD THEORY
H AL TH
DEMONSTRATED
London Physician Addresses
Philadelphia Society
The monthly meeting of the Phila·
delphia County Osteopathic Society
was held Thursday' evening, N ovember 15, in the Red Room of the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel. Dr. Charles W.
Barber presided.
Dr. L. Capper Johnson, of London,
England, the first speaker of the eve·
ning, talked on "Habits of Health,"
which he thought should be termed
"Habits That Help.'' He wished first
to express his apptecia tion for the
courtesy shown him by the members
of the osteopathic profession since his
arrival in Philadelphia.
He called
health the greatest boon in life. We
see and hear more a,bout it every day.
It looms up before one constantly, in
some form or another, and especially
in advertisements.
Perfect health
must be perfect balance of hygienic
forces. Many of us expect health to
be miraculous. Instead, we must woo
her persistently in order to obtain it.
One way is to create healthy habits
to keep us in the straight and narrow
way. He believes disease is due to
defiance of health habits and likens a
person's healthy living to a flag staff.
A staff without the stays to keep it
steady would very soon topple over;
so, too, with our bodies, if we do not
cultivate healthy h:1bits of living we
should expect to he stricken down
with disease. These health habits of
which he speaks ar:o the stays which
support our bodiee 'against ill health.
In quoting the il;>cription which is
over the door of the monastery of
the M.onks of Salerno, Dr. Johnson
expressed the belief that this shows
they had the right
years ago of

IIoffH:.td.n

Roberts
Lambda Omicron Gamma
Fagan
Lipsett
Greenburg
Levine
Atlas Club
McDonough
Brett
Petri
Ferren
Prescott
Gregory
Stippich
Rowe
Berry
Snyder
]. Henry
Wilson
Early
Zea
Kappa Psi Delta
Marion Van Ronk Hel<'n Spence
Beth Rodney
Mildred Du Belle
Axis Club
Dorothea
Claire Gagan
WillgooseCharles-Anne Coles
Mrs. Dorothy Barbara Redding
Evans

Dr. Hitner Broadcasts
On "Child H ealth"
Dr. Mary Patton Ritner, Professor
of Acute Infectious Diseases at the
Philadelphia College of Osteopathy,
is conducting a series of lectures over
Station WFI, Strawbridge & Clothier's, Philadelphia.
Her topic is "Child Health." Dr.
Ritner is on the air every other Wed·
nesday at 3 P. M. Her next lecture
will be given Wednesday, December 5.
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In order to have perfect physical
life there are several prime factors
which ·are vital: diet, t~xercise· and
cleanliness.
He personally believes diet has a
greaF deal to do with health and happiness, and that too much stress has
been laid on the caloric value of food.
Overeating is possibly the worst fault
we may have. Eat to live, not live
to eat. Eat little and eat slowly. This
puts less strain on the digestive and
secretive operative service.
Dr. Johnson praised the Forsyth
Dental Clinic of Boston for insp1r1ng
people to eat food to make healthy
teeth ai1d gums, which, at the same
time, make our system healthy also.
He emphasized ti.'le fact that one
should drink plenty of water. Water
is to the system what oil is to the
machine. A glass of water night and
morning and one between meals is
sufficient for the average person.
In speaking of eJ(ercise the indoor
worker must keep the vision of perfect
health bright, then exercise will seem
easy. He believes the famous "daily
dozen," or somethint~ of a smiliar nature, should play an important part
in our daily routine. Exercise develops self-control, which he considers is
a real test of manhood,
Usually the people who are fond of
sport and games are the most devoted
(Continued on page 2)

Outlook Bright Despite Fact Captain
Parker May Not Be Available
Heartened by a 17-16 victory over
basketeers of the Gern1antown Y. l'd.
C. A. in a practice game last week,
Ralph B. Secor, coach of Osteopathy's
court aspirants, tomorrow will order
scrimmage between his Varsity and
Freshmen squads in anticipation of the
season's opening game, now less than
two weeks away.
The month that Coach Secor and his
charges have been working out in
snappy practice in fundamentals bore
fruit when the whistles blew for the
practice game with the Y players. A
speedy combination that takes into ac·
count "Reds"' Ellis, former West Philly
High flash, at Harvard; Barnhurst,
lanky center, formerly of Germantown
High, and Thomas, a veteran, forward,
was immediately uncovered.
Although Barnhurst is a newcomer
this year, it looks from the exhibition
he gave under competition as though
he had earned a place on the Varsity
squad. At any rate, he will give Norm
Laughton, last year's tap-off man, a
hard race for the honor unless Secor
decides he can use Laughton to better
advantage in a guard position.
From present appearances, it may
be that Osteopathy will .have to go
through the season minus a captain.
Dick P'arker, who played guard last
year and who was selected to lead the
team this season, has developed a foot
ailment that prevented him from reporting last week and may keep him
out for at least half of the schedule.
Although this is a blow to Coach
Secor, there is ample guard material
from which to choose. The real difficulty seems to be in getting enough
Grade A forward stock. Ellis has one
berth clinched, Thomas is good and
Bob vVarner, who can alrternate at
guard and forward, will help. For reserve, Secor has Beidler and Root, two
who are
• is repost.-Reprint

Past President of A. o. A.
Advances New Conception
The Seniors and Juniors were favored for two days, November 15 and
16, with a very instructive demonstration by Dr. George V. Webster, of his
Tripod Theory in adjusting lesions of
the spine.
This theory has been checked very
carefully by the Clinical and Anatomical D.epartments of the Research
Laboratories of the American Osteopathic Association, and their final
answer is that the theory is a very
good one. Dr. Carl P. McConnell, of
Los Angeles, makes the statement that
"this theory is the most important step
in Osteopathy since the 'Old Doctor'
discovered Osteopathy back in 1874."
The theory is based on each segment of the spine; each segment being
like a three-legged stool; two of the
legs being the two articular facets, and
the third leg being the nucleus pulposus between the bodies of two
vertebrae.
There are three axes of motion in
the vertical plane; namely, the two
articular facets and the center of the
nucleus pulposus. vVe also have four
axes of motion in the horizontal
plane; one between center of nucleus
pulposus and left articular facet; one
between center of nuclues pulposus
and right articular facet, and two at
right angles to the anterior-posterior
view of vertebra, one axis passing
through nucleus pulposus, while the
other passes through the two articular
facets.
We find two common types of lesions; namely, the first and second
degree lesions. We never find a secu1H.i uc~ree

lesion occurr1ng {)Hlt !'!!!§

not first been a first degree lesion.
These two kinds of lesions are mainly
caused by a "bunting" or locking of
one of the articular facets, with an
OSTEOPATHS FORM G RO UP ensuing "faulting" of the axes of
F OR LOWER NEW JERSEY 'motion from their original position.
In the first degree lesion only two of
Dr. Foster C. True, Haddon Heights, ·the vertical axes move, while in the
Elected Head of Southern Society
second degree lesion, all three .move.
Dr. Foster 0. True, Haddon Heights,
was elected president of the Southern
\A/e will consider the first degree
New Jersey Osteopathic Society last lesion. We have rotation of the vernight, when the association was formed tebra, say t?e fifth dorsal to the lef.t.
in the Hotel vValt Whitman, Camden. ,T~e two art.1cular facets m<;>ve on t~e1r
More than fifty members of the osteo- ,ax~s of .motwn and the wetght-beanng
pathic profession from eight South Jer- pomt IS on the nucleus pulposus,
sey counties attended. Meetings will We find. here that ~he left transverse
be conducted each month in each of process IS less pronunent than normal,
the counties. The society' is independ- and the ri~ht transverse ~rocess is
ent of the New Jersey Osteopathic So- m?re pr.omment: and the ttp of the
ciety. The purpose of the organization spmou~ p;ocess ts moved to t?e le_ft ?f
is to conduct the meetings in South the imd-hne. The whole spme IS Ill
Jersey each month. Many members of a state of flexion. The left articular
the State organization are unable to facet becomes "bunted."
attend their sessions because they usuIn this state of first degree lesion,
ally are conducted in the northern sec- when the spine is extended, the axes
tions of the State, Dr. True said.
of motion are "faulted" and the weightOther officers elected to serve for the bearing point is now found to be at
ensuing year: Drs. Gustave Heckman, the left articular facet. The body of
Merchantville, vice-president; J. Ro- the fifth dorsal vertebra is moved to
land Dey, Riverside, secretary, and the left, and the spinous process
Edgar L. Copp, Collingswood, treas- move~ nearer the mid-line, and is less
urer.--Reprint Philadelphia Inquirer. promment. The transverse process on
the left is now more prominent than
(Continued on page 4)

P ennsylvania State Boards

Dr. H. M. Vastine, Secretary of the
Pennsylvania State Board of Osteopathic Examiners, announces that the Noon-day Clinics Offer Variety
GRAPHIC RECAPITULATION
mid-year licensing examinations will
Dr. C. D. B. Balbirnie, head of the
Students of the Philadelphia College
Osteopathy
be held in the Department of Public
Clinical Department of Osteopathy,
Year 1928-1929
Instruction, State Capitol, at Harrisreports that 138 new patients were adJunior Sophomore Freshman Total
States
Senior
burg, February 5, 6, 7, 8, 1929.
1
5
3
Connecticut .. , . . . . . . . . . . .
1
mitted to the General Dispensary for
1
5
4
Delaware ............... .
examination
and treatment under su2
3
Florida ................. .
New
3
1
1
pervision by students of the PhiladelMaine .................. .
Meet in Camden
2
1
1
Maryland ............... .
phia College during the past month.
12
26
8
A meeting of the Southern New J er1
5
Massachusetts ........... .
3
1
1
sey Osteopathic Society will be held A total of 1,244 treatments were given
l
Michigan ............... .
1
1
New Hampshire ........ .
the third Saturday in December, De- to new and old patients. Forty-eight
7
39
16
8
8
New Jersey ............ .
cember IS, at the Walt vVhitman Ho- cases were referred to the special de1
I
New Mexico .... . ....... .
tel in Camden, at 6.30 P. M. All local partments of the Dispensary.
22
60
16
11
New York ............. .. 11
The variety of instruction offered to'
licensed
osteopathic physicians in New
1
I
3
I
Ohio .............. . ..... .
the students is seen at a glance at the
Jersey
are
invited.
34
23
85
17
Pennsylvania ........... . . 11
ubjects demonstrated before the ··noonI
8
6
1
Rhode Island ............ .
clay diagnostic clinics.
Here com1
Virginia ................. .
West Virginia Board
plete records and findings on the fol3
Vermont ................ .
The next meeting of the Vvest Vir, lowing cases were presented: Chronic
Countriesginia State Board of Osteopathy will Appendicitis, Arteria Sclerosis, Hemi2
Canada· ...... ; ....... .' ~ . ,
2
be held in Huntington, in Dr. ]. H. plegia, Huntington's Chorea, Spinal
England ............... ; .
1
:France· ....... : ...... : ... ·
Robinett's offices, First N a tiona! Bank Traumatism, Osteopathic Lesions, Epi1
Ireland ........... , ... , , ..
Building, February 11 and 12, 1929.
lepsy (grandma!), Chronic ConstipaFor application blanks write the tion, Pulmonary Tub.erculosis, Hyper87
254
47
TOTALS ........ .'~.. 38
Secr~tary, Dr. G. E. Morris, 542 Em- thyroidism, Diabetes, Cardiac, Decem·
___,_""":"__.-:-1~--"7'-,.,-.....,.--!, pire Building, Clarksburg, W. Va.
pensation.

l-- ------------._. . ,. . . . ,. . .___,. .,. ,__
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completeness demanded by a scientific
world which still must be convinced?
The answer, I think, is in the negative
The Official Bulletin of the
Philadelphia College of Osteopathy for osteopathic records so far as our
own peculiar findings are concerned
19th and Spring Garden Sts.,
have been at best far from a scientific
Philadelphia, Pa.
presentation.
Let us, therefore, profit by the exAdvertising Rates on Application.
perience of the past and be sure. that
Subscription Price, $1.00 per year.
we give to our snccessors matenal to
No.3 carry on the work and build for the
December 1, 1928
Vol. 2
future, just as the records which the
great Schubert left have enricl~ecl ~he
musical world and been the msplraTHE TRIPOD THEORY
F. A. LONG.
Dr. George V. vVebster's present· tion to many.
ment of the Tripod Theory on Mechanics of the Spine occasioned not ANENT TRAINING
alone interest but constraint on the part
IN THERAPEUTICS
Dean E. 0. Holden
of his audience to investigate and to
Our colleges are periodically re·
understand clearly the principle involved and to satisfy themselves with quested and with increasing frequen~y
its practical application.
In other to advise various Legislative Commitwords, this distinguished lecturer set tees of our State Osteopathic Associathe mental machinery of instructors tions just to what extent drug me~ica
and students to work, as well as those tion is taught, advocated and practiced
listeners who have been employing the and how much time and what percentart and technique of osteopathic ad- age of the total hours comprising therjustment for years in their practice. apeutics is given in the college curThis was the signal effect of Dr. Web- riculum to drug medication. These
ster's visit to the Philadelphia College questions are prompted of necessity
and his lecture before the Philadelphia for authoritative reply on the adequacy
,f training given in. osteopathic scho~ls.
County Osteopathic Society.
Like Paracelsus in his age the past It is the contention of our professwn
president of the American Osteopathic at large that in every State in the
Association appears not to be satisfied Union osteopathic physicians should
with the teachings of today. He has be privileged to practice under the
controverted the fancy that there is same conditions and with no more lenothing new under the sun and has gal restrictions placed upon them than
gone back to a fundamental to seck obtain for graduates of other schools
new light. He has devoted himself of medical practice. This claim for
assiduously to study of the spine and equal privileges and rights prods the
has attained an enviable grasp of its opposition to question sufficiency of
anatomy, its physiology-and its me- training, especially in pharmacolog.Y
chanics. He feels that he has observed and materia medica in osteopathic
a relationship between articular seg- schools.
Our Legislative Committees hasten to
ments that serves to explain the production of osteopathic lesions and to obtain evidence of the teaching in our
establish the identity of the mechanics colleges of drug medication.
They
to correct them. He has developed should not be too ambitious in their
his ideas and J1ndings to the point of claims about osteopathic schools in
offering a theory on the mechanics of this respect; but having obtained facts
the spine.
His teachings are, of stand their ground upon the platform
course, revolutionary to the established of qualification of osteopathic gradconception as advanced in our colleges uates to intelligently employ all essenand practiced in the field. It is but tial therapeutic measures or methods
natural that the new order of things for the alleviation or cure of human
will meet with controversy, specula- disorders.
N.o claim should be made for intion, distrust and opposition. At the
same time the theory of the tripod struction in osteopathic schools con·
will be received with enthusiasm by ccrning the countless remedies listed
not a few. It will, however, be sub- in the usual category of drugs. Nor
1
j.,~ted in o1J1" institutions to the gaunt- in ~nnr fair C'0111Parison p!
be~
let of the X-ray, the cadaver, and the twee1; medical s~hools, Wt•
Jasic
dispensary. It is far too early to deny identity is established upon its teachor to commend, but Dr. vVebster is ings on internal medication, and osteoentitled to the gratitude of the entire pathic schools whose forte in lieu of
profession for his original thought and this very thing-internal medicationinvestigation about the Mechanics of is manipulation and adjustment. Yet
the Spine.
indeed and indisputably osteopathic
colleges take certain carefully selected
agencies and remedies from the noteSCHUBERT LIVES ON
books of all investigators whose offerUnappreciated, unhonored and un- ings have been scientifically est~b
sung in his thirty-one years of earthly lishecl. In no case are drugs taken 111·
life, Franz Schubert has had the world ternally for therapeutic effect aclvopaying tribute to his memory in the ca ted in our schools.
commemoration of the one hundredth
The essentiality of this or that measanniversary of his death. His genius ure in a specific case must not be peris recognized today and the products mitted to become arbitrary. The moof his masterful mind have made the dus operandi for any school physician
world a little brighter place in which must continue to be placed at his disto live. vVe all know how his works cretion based on scientific training and
were unearthed here and there years observation. Legislative Committees of
after his death to be brought out into Osteopathic Societies, while disavowthe light of appreciation and the world ing intensive and complete training in
has been enriched by these records. all drug prescriptions, should be quick
Had there been no actual records of to claim high and even superior trainhis compositions the world would be ing in our schools on selected essential
the loser and we would not now be measures involving the use of palliaenjoying the pure spirituality of his tives, antiseptics, anaesthetics, germiimmortal songs.
cides, antidotes, narcotics, etc. The
In the tribute now being paid to point to be emphasized is opposition
this great musician ·there is a note to to the introduction of drugs into the
which it would be well for us, as body .organism as curative agencies.
Osteopathic Colleges train their stuphysicians, to listen. Just as there
would be no celebration today for dents to have a knowledge of most
Schubert if he had left us no records, measures and substances used in the
so we may look into the osteopathic treatment of diseases so that they may
future and say that there will be no utilize that which best meets the needs
appreciation of our efforts if we leave of the individual patient. Specific ma·
no records for future generations. Just nipulative and acljustive methods hold
as Schubert did not, in his earthly life, first rank; then other useful measures.
realize the greatness of his works, so But Osteopathic Colleges do not expose
now we may not fully realize the value their students to the travesty of study
of our present efforts. Medical science of endless drugs, their origin, preparawould not have reached its present tion, dosage, administration-which
state of development if there had been students need not be informed about
no records of the observations and in detail for the good reason that these
studies of the pioneers. These records very drugs are of no practical therahave been the inspiration and the basis peutic value and will not be employed
for later work. So far as osteopathy by osteopathic practitioners. Of all
is concerned we are still doing pioneer measures scientifically proven valid the
work in research and the future clevel· osteopathic curriculum takes note and
opment of our science depends to a advances. Beyond these lines acceptlarge extent on the records we leave able to scientific investigation and reof our work. It would be well to look search the osteopathic teaching does
carefully and see whether or not our not go.
For the past twenty years "drug
records are sufficiently scientific and
complete in those phases which pe- therapy" has been taught in the Philaculiarly belong to osteopathy-struc- delphia College of Osteopathy in contural perversion. Are we at present nection with the many other branches
recording our findings in a manner deemed necessary to complete a mediwhich will compare well with those cal education. Our department .of
.of other sciences? Are we co11tribut· Comparative Therapeutics, under the
ing to the general fund of medical care of two physicians, thoroughly
knowledge records which are accurate versed in the art of preparing and preand clear and possess the element of scribing pharmaceuticals, teaches and
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compares the thea ries and practices of
the masters of bo h drug and manipulative therapies. In this department
"A Text-book of Therapeutics, Including the Essentials of Pharmacology
and Materia Meet ca," by A. A. Stevens, A.M., M.D. (Univ. of Pa.), is
the principal worl used as a guide by
the professors anH as a textbook by
the students.
There are no st Jp-watch tactics employed in OsteopUhic Colleges to enable accurate corn, 1putation of time devoted to cliscussio'ns of drug therapy,
nor are tongue-check devices used to
deny instructors reference to the drug
realm. Yet unmist3.kably in osteopathic
schools constant regard is given in all
classes and in all subjects to fundamental osteopathic tenets. It is but
natural, indeed inevitable, that reference to and comparison with medical
and drug rationale should be made. So
that while, as adopted by the Bureau
of Colleges of the A. 0. A., the curriculum in Osteopathic Colleges prescribes
a minimum of 160 hours, the actual
time devoted to Comparative Therapeutics, which caption covers the sul~
ject of query on the part of our medical competitors, i~ greater by much
than specified and is not possible of
accurate computation.
In Toxicology, 1 Dermatology, Surgery and its classical subdivisions, and
the various branches of Therapeutics,
the Philadelphia .College of Osteopathy gives instruqtion to its students
in necessary phas~s of what is styled
Pharmacology an(\ Materia Medica.
The responsible hGads of the College
view the subject .h1atter which is selected from this field as entirely adequate and complet~ for the needs of a
physician for alleV:iating or curing human disorders. They are confident
that osteopathic ~racluates have the
professional qualiflcations and knowledge to serve hum~nity to even higher
extent than physici,a ns of other schools
of medical practicp.

REFLEXES
(Continued ff,om last issue)
J. Francis Smith, D.O.
Superfici~l Reflexes
Ciliospinal-Pin1/Hng the skin on the
side of the neck erormaHy causes the
pupil to dilate. ~ strong light thrown
into the eye may 'lprevent a normal re-

Normally the cremaster muscle contracts and elevates the testicle of the
same side. Reflex arc: ilea inguinal and
genitofemoral nerves. Reflex· center:
first and second lumbar segments.
Gluteal Reflex--Stroke the ,;kin of
the buttocks. Normally the gluteal
muscles of the same contract. The
reflex is carried over the superior and
inferior gluteal ·nerves. Reflex center:
fourth and fifth lumbar and first and
second sacral segments.
Plantar Reflex-Stroke the skin on
the sole of the foot. Normally the toes
flex. Reflex arc: medial and lateral
plantar, tibial and sciatic nerves. Reflex center: first and second sacral
segments.

HABITS OF HEALTH
(Continued from pag~ 1)
to exercises, the most important of
which are the ones that aiel the chest
and abdomen. It is better to do a
few vigorously and well than to do
several poorly.
Upon arising drink two or three
glasses of water, perform the exercises,
take a bath (followed by a massage)
and cleanse mouth, teeth and nose.
Then you are ready to start the clay's
work in the pink of condition. The
exercise together with the water
cleanses the system inside and out.
An interesting point was brought to
our attention at this time. He mentiOI~ecl the care car owners take of
their machines. How they take them
to be overhauled at regular intervals,
before they break down. vVe are all
owners of a machine. Our bodies are
our machines. Taking this into consideration, they, too, should have a
thorough overhauling before they
break clown. This bears out the old
maxim of "an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure."
Another important factor which
seems to be slighted to a great degree
is the habit of keeping the nose washed
out. Dr. Johnson believes one should
make this a habit and it should be
considered as imp.ortant as washing
the teeth.
·
In the matter of psychology in relation to health one should influence
the mind to help produce bodily health.
Dr. Cone's theory of the power of
mental suggestion ("every day in

~~~~~i~~t,L~;:~;s~,~~~';'~\~~~~;re~~~~ i ~l~~?til~:y," ~~~.c. jo;,~~o~ef~~~~1de~~' ,~~

th1rd cerv1cal nerves (.Gra)- · I he nn·
puls:s p~ss up the spJ.nal cord to th~
pup!lo dilator center 111 the medu~la;
they then descend through the cerv!ca.
portion of the spinal cord to the upper
two or three dorsal segments; they
then leave th~ cord and . asce!:d
through the cervical sympathetic cham
to the cavernous plexus and from there
to the dilator pupillae. .
.
Palmar Reflex-Strokmg of the skm
of the palm of the hand normally resuits in flexion of the fingers. The .reflex arc is over the Ulnar and Med1an
nerves. Reflex center: 'eighth cervical
and first dorsal segments.
Epigastric Reflex--Stroke downward
from the nipple or tap the costal arch
just lateral to the zyphoid process.
Normally the upper portion of the abdominal muscles contract. The linea
alba is drawn to the same side and the
skin of the area dimples. Reflex arc:
seventh and eighth intercostal nerves.
Reflex center: seventh and eighth dorsal segments.
Upper Lateral Abdominal Reflex-·
Stroke the skin over the upper lateral
aspect of the abdomen. The abdominal muscles con tract and the linea
alba is drawn to the same side. Reflex
arc: eighth and ninth intercostal
nerves. Reflex center: eighth and ninth
dorsal segments.
Lower Lateral Abdominal ReflexThe skin over the lower lateral aspect
of the abdomen is 'stroked. Normally
the abdominal muscles contract and
the linea alba is drawn to the same
side. Reflex arc: tenth and eleventh
intercostal nerves.
Reflex center:
tenth and eleventh dorsal segments.
Suprapubic Reflex-Stroke the skin
just above the inguinal ligament. Normally the abdominal muscles contract
and the linea alba is drawn to the same
side. Reflex arc: subcostal and ileahypogastric nerves.
Reflex center:
twelfth thoracic segment.
To elicit the abdominal reflexes the
patient shoufd be placed in the supine
position. In order to obtain relaxation, it may be necessary to have the
patient take a deep breath and at the
beginning of expiration when the abdominal wall relaxes the reflex should
be tested.
The stroking may be done with a
match, toothpick or dull-pointed pin.
The abdominal reflexes may be normally absent in old or fat people and
in women who have borne several
children.
Cremasteric REtflex-Stroke the skin
of the upper meqial part of the thigh.

WHO'S WHO

important that both the mind and the
body should be' healthy. One must
remember that the mind is chained to
the body and therefore must be kept
in a healthy condition. The power of
the mind can be used to make us attractive or ugly. It also helps to make
our body either weak or healthy. For
instance dyspepsia does not come en·
tirely f;om the things we eat; it is
the thoughts we are thinking while
we eat. Persistency of thinking health
is the corner' stone of heath and
beauty.

AROUND THE CAMPUS
-Another period of "Rush" silence
has been had.
-~It was so silent you could hear
what kind of soup they had at
1\Iurray's.
-A Frosh thought it was the osteopathic way of celebrating legal Armistice Day.
---A few conscientious students even
refused to answer in class.
~Everything was silent except the
women. They remained natural.
-Man may be endowed with the gift
of speech, but woman is too heavily
endowed.
-The entire college had the air of
Dracula about it.
-The doors of the labs were locked;
the Freshman could not get out under
any circumstances.
-Some of the circumstances were
pretty bad at that.
-But the silence continued. Not
even a whispering campaign was heard.
-And then a period of handshaking.
-In the dense crowds of hands, one
pledgee found he had been shaking
hands with himself.
-All sorts of hands, from the big
red meaty hands of the rural section,
to the horny, calloused hands from the
sidewalks of New York.
-And so it goes.
-The fellow who said that "silence
is golden" never saw gold teeth.
-Then again silence is good for the
health, and health is a fine thing to
have, especially when you're sick.
-~The biggest probl:em in air sanita·
tion is halitosis.
-Silence lessens this source of pollution as well as eliminating the cough
and the sneeze.
-Someone has said something to the
effect that silent dogs are dangerous.
-Personally we'd prefer to be bitten
by the clogs that never open their
mouths.

JOHN H. BAILEY, Ph.G., D.O.
Dr John H. Bailey was born Octo·
ber 13, 1871, at Allentown, Pa. He
received his early education in the
public schools of South Bethlehem,
whither his parents had moved. Sub·
sequently he came to Philadelphia and
entered the Philadelphia Co1lege of
Pharmacy, graduating in 1894 with
the degree of Ph.G. Before entering
the College he had gained his practical
experience in a drug store, and for
twenty-one years after his graduation
he was a pharmacist and chemist in
his city, becoming, during that period,
through association with practicing
physicians, thoroughly familiar with
the methods o-f the medical profession.
His natural benevolence had long inspired him with a wish to remedy the
ills with which his knowledge as a
pharmacist had made him acquainted,
and the osteopathic branch of the medical profession seemed to him to· offer
the largest opportunities for accomplishing the work to which he had determined to devote his life. He there·
fore, in 1909, entered the Philadelphia
College of Osteopathy, graduating in
1913 with the d'egree of Doctor of Osteopathy.
By reason of the marked success of
a method of treatment of deafness
which he developed in his senior year
and demonstrated in free clinics for
the poor of the city, Dr. Bailey immediately took a prominent place among
the practicing members of his profession. Many of his remarkable cures
for deafness were reported in the daily
papers in 1912 and 1913. In the establishment of the Children's Clinic,
Dr. Bailey was a prime mover, and
he has always remained its inspiration. He has taken mentally deficient
children and has not ot1ly restored
them to full physical and mental vigor,
but has made brilliant children of
them.
In 1915, having developed an epochmaking treatment for hay fever and
asthma, he opened the world's first
free hay fever clinic and successfully
treated hundreds of patients who were
put to the test of walking through
fields of goldenrod and rag-weed and
along dusty roads. All passed the test
trit1mphantly.
The entrance of the Unit eel States
into the World VI ar brought to public
notice another phase of Dr. Bailey's
versatile ability. The largest draft ex·
emption board of Philadelphia was not
functioning efficiently, and the Gov·
ernor of Pennsylvania appointed Dr.
Bailey the physician member of the
board with full authority to select
physicians to serve as subordinates.
This task he cheerfully undertook, re·
mau11ng at his post despite the organized, nation-wide opposition of allopathic physicians, completely reorganizing the board and examining
thousands of men for the service in
record time.
F.or a number of years Dr. Bailey
strved as secretary of the Osteopathic
Hospital of Philadelphia, and for sev·
era! years was president of the Alumni
Association of the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy. He is at present
Professor of Special Osteopathic Therapeutics in the College.
So numerous have been the requests
from fellow physicians and students
for enlightenment upon certain phases
of Osteopathy that he was persuaded,
in 1919, to edit for national circulation
a course which is known as "Bailey's
Lectures,'' and is a valued part of the
reference libraries of the leading osteopathic physicians. As a writer Dr.
Bailey has an easy, readable style,
which presents the points of the article
in such a manner that they are readily
grasped even by the laity.
In all kinds of athletics and outdoor
sports he finds enjoyment and is a
member of numerous social and professional associations.
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ALUMNI

The fall meeting of the Alumni Association of the Philadelphia College
of Osteopathy will be held Saturday,
D ecember 8, 1928, at 8 P. M., in College Hall, 1822 Spring Garden Street.
Dr. Frederick W. Harter, '28, an·
nounces the opening of his office in
the Snowden Apartments, James and
State Streets, Syracuse, N. Y.
Dr. E. C. Barnes, '28, announces the
opening of his office at 1721 Main
Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. J . E. Pisano, '27, announces the
opening of his. office at 489 Clinton
Avenue, Newark, N. ].
Drs. David Bachrach, '27, and Wm.
Friedman, '26, visited the College recently.
Dr. Helen Wilcox, '25, has been visiting th e College for the last few days,
Dr. R. R . McCullough, '28, announces the opening of his office · at
216 No rth Hanover Street, Carlis le,
Fa.
Dr. James D. Maxwell, '28, an·
nounces the opening of his office at 300
Eighth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
V/e wish to congratltlate Drs. H. Y
Kiser, '23, and Francis E. Gruber, '26,
on passing the Pennsylvania Osteo·
pathic Surgeon's Boa~d Examinations.

Dr. George V. Webster
Carthage, N. Y.

THE CORRECTION
OF SECOND DEGREE
VERTEBRAL LESIONS
There are certain axes of movement

Alumni to Have
around which a verteb ra may move
Winter Gathering relative to the vertebra below which
For a number of years graduates of
the College have had their attention
focused on one event yearly, th e Homecoming Banquet at Commencement in
June.
This year, however, under the lead·
ership of Arthur M. Flack, president
of th e Alumni Association, an additional meeting will be held at the Col·
lege on Saturday evening, December
8. The purpose is the discussion of
proposed programs, the extension of
the scope of activities, and the formation of a greater Alumni Association.

BOOK REVIEW
A Place Among Men. By Capt. Gerald Lo\vry, F.R.G.S. Foreword by
Field Marshal Viscount Allenby,
G.C.B. Mondiale 18 Adam Street~
Adelphi. Illustrated. 73 pages. Price,
2 shillings net. Reviewed by Dr.
Huqert Pocock, Toronto, Ont.
It falls to the lot of few men to live
through the experiences such as Captain Gerald Lowry underwent in the
Great War, he being the first officer
to lose his sight as a result of a German sniper's bullet.
After going
through aH of the vicissitudes and facing them in the days when things were
not so well organized for men so afflicted, he comes back a useful member
of society and an inspiration to his
fellow-men, of whom no less a personage than Field Marshal Viscount Allenby sees fit to honor. in a well-worded
foreword, in which he says that he is
"In truth, an unconquerable soul, and
through the night that covers him, he
sends a message of help imd ·counsel to
those who, standing in the light, · yet
need guidance to clearer vision!' He
also says, "I, P(!rsonally, owe the author a great debt of gratitude, and
those who read what is written and
who follow the advice given, will have
reason to be equally grateful with me."
This is the type of book that should
be · in the hands of all who are depressed by physical or mental despair,
as a resulrt of illness or circumstances.
I, tioo, having had the honor of kn'o wing
him personally, and having: been privileged to be his guest at the Bath Club
:in London, can certify in regard to his
prowess in swimming. Here is a man
who never swam a stroke until after
he lost his sight. Today he is the fifty·
yard champion of that historic swimming club, whose membership is graced
by the Prince of Wales, as well as
practically every important personage
in England.
Capt, Lowry is not satisfied with
telling you his war experience but he
also sets down in this voli\1Il1e rules for
guidance of health, which, if observed
by the men and women of today, will
undoubtedly repay them many times
over for the reading of th is gripping
biography. He also gives an insight
into the personality of such men as the
late Sir Arthur P'earson and Sir Beech
Towes, V.C., etc.
Today Lowry is still an all-round ath·
Jete. Among his accomplishments is
boxing, He boxed six rounds before
Colonel Lindbergh, General Pershing,
Hugh Gouroud, Military Governor of
Paris, as well ·as many other distinguished personages, who attended for
the benefit of the French blind. He
tells what that sixth sense means to a
sightless man. He still rides, runs,
dances and even plays bridge, and says
in a few words which many of us who
think ourselves more fortunate in life,
would like to say, "I am able to enjoy
life to the full."

acts as a foundation. There are three
vertical axes, one through each articular facet and one through the pulpy
nucleus of the intervertebral disk
There are at least four axes of movement in the horizo ntal (or near the
horizontal) plane.
A first degree lesion, according to
the definition, is one in which the vertebra has rotated ar.ound one of the
vertical axes alone. A second degree
lesion is one in which rotation has
taken place in succession around two
of the vertical axes of rotation.
A usual second degree lesion gives
us the clinical picture of what was
once described as an "anterior lesion."
It has more recently been described
as an "extension lesion."
The landmarks and diagnostic points
are as follows: The natural anterior
posterior curve of the spine is altered
at the tip of the spin us . process making
the vertebra appear "anterior" or "in
extension."
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lhrough (in the cas<f cited) the right
articular facet.
'
The correction (asbuming that there
are no complicatior1s or deformities
to obscure or confdse the diagnosis,
is brought about by supporting the
superimposed body weight upon the
right articular facet, then securing rotation around this, the secondary axis,
to carry the body of the vertebra to
center. The rotation being carried out
until the r elative anterior and poste·
rior positions of transverse processes
are reversed.
The superimposed
weight is then trans ferred to the pulpy
nucleus and the secondary rotation in
the corrective process is made around
the vertical axis, passing through the
pulpy nucleus until the spinus process
is in line with that of the vertebra
below, pressure being made laterally
upon the spinus pr.ocess to help localize the moveme nt and assist in the
rotation.
In thi s movement the law of the
tripod obtains; the law of the tripod
being that when the weight is supported upon two or more legs of the
tripod the alteration of relative position between weight and foundation
is accomplished with difficulty-while
if the weight is transferred to one leg
of the tripod the relative position of
weight and fo.undation may be altered
easily.
Each vertebra except the
atlas is supported by the three points
represented by the two articular facets
and the pulpy nucl eus and are therefore subject to th e law of the tripod
in all of their movements.

ON THE OTHER HAND
George S. Rothmeyer, D.O.
Deep appreciation is due Dr. George
V. Webster, author of the "Tripod
Theory of Production and Correction
of Vertebral Lesions," for the enthusiasm and zeal with which he presented his theory to the Philadelphia
County Osteopathic Society and to
the stude nt body of the P. C. 0. Further, for th e thought aroused and the
study stimulated toward a better understanding of the mechanics of the
spine, so essential for an effectual
quality of osteopathic service.
Any new theory that is the result
of personal or group research concerning the m ec hanics of the spine, should
be welcom ed both by the technical
investigator and practitioner, whether
it is absolutely correct or not inas-

Th~ point§ of differentiill diasno§i§ !1.1.'\~li a~ it instt~liHh£.r \n~u\r\e3

between first and second degree le- and opens out for the practitioner new
sions are as follows: In a first degree possibilities with r egard to his imporlesion the spinous process will be to tant work.
the right, for instance; then the transThere is a group who is always carverse process will be prominent or pos- ried away ' by any new theory or
terior on the left; the vertebra having method and without a comparison of
rotated around the axis, passing ver- essential values, energetically discards
tica!ly through the pulpy nucleus. In any previously accepted material. Ana second degree lesion the tip of the other group is ever in evidence, which
spinus process being found to the right stands ready to denounce any new
of the tip of the vertebra below and theory or idea which they themselves
"anterior" or "in extension," presents have not proclaimed. The overvaluaa transverse process prominent or pos- tion of any one method renders our
terior on the right and anterior on the ignorance as obvious as our knowlleft in relation to the other transverse edge, Then comes ,t he group of clear
process of the same vertebra. In a and critical vision who acquaint themsecond degree lesion the vertebra has selves with ideas to fully test the
moved around the vertical ·axis, pass- value of each se parate view concerning through the . pulpy nucleus as in a in_g the theoretical basis underlying
first degree lesion, at1d from that posi- spinal mechanics and find out which
tion has made a secondary rotation is best for practical application so
around a second vertical axis, passing 1 that substantial pro~ress n1ight result.

1Ua,nte.cL f
Jfew
Clothes

Swearing by Grey and basing beliefs on other equally as good authorities as well as upon findings in
anatomical laboratory, doubts have
arisen in the writer's mind concerning
the acc uracy of the Tripod Theory
below reviewed. In any case, must
say that the value of any theory, of
course, can be judged only in so far
as it produces positive results.
According to Dr. Webster, each segment of the spine is supported by three
points (legs of the tripod) . The
nucl eus pulposus of the intervertebral
disc is the anterior leg and the inferior
articular facets the two posterior legs.
·while at least two of the legs of the
tripod are in contact with their opposing surfaces and bearing weight,
motion of the segment is suppos ed to
be extremely difficult. When one of
these legs is bearing the whole of the
superimposed weight then the other
two legs can be moved freely at will
and a faulty position of the involved
This is accomvertebra obtained.
plished in the following manner :
First Degree Le.s ion
The superimposed weight is thrown
forward upon the anterior leg of the
tripod and rotation of the two posterior legs, for example, to the lef t. In
this position the left articular facets
are in' close contact and jammed and
.the articular facets on the right side
are gapped. With backward ben ding,
two of the legs of the tripod (the anterior and left posterior) become
weight-bearing and no motion will
occur. Th e left transverse process is
forward and the spinous process is decidedly to the left (this lesion may be
easily corrected or may correct itself) ,
Second Degree Lesion
Continuation of the first degree
lesion:
The left articular facet acts as the
weight-bearing leg of the tripod, and
th e body of the vertebra is rotated to
the left, then the weight is permitted
to fall forward and be supported by
all three legs of the tripod, the right
articular facets having approximated
themselves. This causes a faulting of
each axis of rotation of the vertebra,
causing a more or less minute anatomical displacement.
In this left second degree les ion, the
whole vertebra is displaced laterally
and forward. The left transverse pro·
cess is posterior and the right one an·
terior. The spinous process is nearer
the midline than in the first degree
lesion.
Method of correcting either degree
of the lesion:
The exact reversing of the mechan·
ics used to produce it.
The following are a few of the
exceptions the writer takes and are not
difficult to understand if we remember
the anatomical conditions:
I. The function of a vertebral joint
is motion, therefore a lesion is a limitation of motion partial or complete
within its normal range of motion.
Anything beyond this normal range of
motion becomes a dislocation.
2. The mere malalignment or alignnient of the spinous processes means
nothing where the segment has free
motion, inasmuch as many abnormali·
ties of structure do exist which are due
to faulty development, injury, occupation, etc.
3. \i\,That practitioner is capable of
detecting faulty positions that are supposed in n1any instances to be no
greater than 1-16 to 1-32 of an inch.
And, further, the vertebral body cannot be displaced to either side to a
degree that could be appreciated o.n
the surface of the body due to the
tens ion of the anterior and posterior
longitudinal· ligaments and the intervertebral disc with its interosseous a t·
tachments. Inasmuch as normality is
judged only relativet.y, if such minute
malpositions de exist, how could accu·
rate adjustment. C>f such a delicate
mechanism be accomplished by th'e
use of the tremendous leverages which
practitioner must employ.
4. The intervertebral disc is elastic
and compr~ssible around its margins,
while .i ts center, the nucleus pulposus,
is less -elastic and compressible, but
maintains a constant position affording
a ball and socket action.
5. A lesion corrected with ease
would necessarily be produced with
equal or greater ease, thus setting up
the liability of the spinal mechanism
being in constant maladjustment.
6. In the typical lumbar area the
superior facets of the lower of the two
vertebrae considered, faces almost directly inward, while the inferior articu·
lar facets of the upper of the two faces
almost directly outward and in the
fresh state, although the inferior ar·
ticular facets are not in close opposi·
tion with the superior facets of the
subjacent vertebra, rotation is neglig·
ible due to the interlocking of the
articular surfaces.
7. In the dorsal area if the articular

facets take the posttton on the supe·
rior articular facets of the subjacent
vertebra as has been described, then
the transverse process th a t has been
termed posterior would have to be
more anterior because the inferior
articular facet on that side is more
anterior and by necess ity carries the
transverse process in the same direc·
tion. The other side, therefore, will
have to show just the opposite evi·
dence. In reality, the backward and
outward inclines of the superior articular facets is so slight that a preceptible
true anterior or posterior position of
the body of the vertebra is impossible~
It is true, however, that we have anterior and posterior evidence at the
tips of the spinous processes due to
flexion and extension of the segment.
8. vVe believe that the correction of
a vertebral lesion amounts to nothing
more or less than re-es tablishing free
motion in the given segment and per·
mitting nature to accomplish the delicate adjustment to the various positions that she may wish that particular
vertebra to assume.
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SPECIFIC OSTEOPATHY
(Continued from page 1)
the extreme that Osteopathy is a cureall back to a more rational interpretation as to the exact value of the use
of Osteopathy in the treatment of
disease.
"Osteopathy has developed specifics
in the treatment of disease just as has
the medical branch of the healing art.
Such specifics. are exemplified in the
treatment of pre-eclamptic toxemia
and pneumonia. They are comparable
in their results, to the efficacy of the
antitoxin of diphtheria which was developed by medicine.
"Medicine, in the treatment of preeclamptic toxemia, is limited to the
use of a few drugs. This treatment
while perhaps controHing the symptoms of the patient is not as constant
in efficiency as is Osteopathy diligently
applied. In the acute conditions the
vascular hypertension can be controlled by pressure on each side of the
spine in the region of the tenth dorsal-second lumbar segments for fifteen minutes.
"The renal deficiency is overcome,
and the kidney action is whipped up
by the hyperextension of the spine in
the region of the twelfth dorsal segment. This produces kidney hyperemia and hence an increase of the
urinary output. The giving of a general treatment further enhances the
health of the pa,tient.
"In the eclamptic stage, however,
this treatment is insufficient.
The
uterus, must be emptied and sedatives
administered to quell the convulsions.
Traction of the .cervical area of the
spine tends to check it.
"The Osteopathic care in pneumonia
proves the necessity of the physician
in that he should carefully follow his
case through, knowing the pathology
and physiopathology at all times, He
should have a definite plan of attack,
such as is necessary to the surgeon before operating and in the post-operative care. He should follow that plan
and make changes in that plan only
under unusual circumstances.
"The late Dr. George Still is deserv:
ing of the credit for the success of
Osteopathy in the treatment of pneumonia. He believed that if the treatment was worth while, when applied
once a day, it was worth even more
when applied more frequently. Treatments should be given every thirty
every three
of . the spinal
but also the
for the carThe doctor can instruct
member of the. patient's household to follow
the case through for him during the
interim of his visits.
"The gas pains following abdominal
operations is most easily controlled by
pressure on either side of the spine in
the region of the fourth to the sixth
dorsal spinal segment. The reaching
around the body of the patient and
then hyperextending the spine produces an increase of the peristaltic of
a sluggish bowel. These specific aids
resulted from the observation of surgeons in the after care of their patients_
"Osteopathy includes something besides just the manipulative treatment.
It includes also good nursing, diet and
a well round regime. The Osteopath
should be so trained and should be so
confident .that .he could feel that he is
doit1g everything possible for his patient and is not leaving anything
undone."
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(Continued from page 1)
that of the right, but less prominent
than normally. There is a great deal
of tenderness at the point of the left
transverse process, and the finger, on
palpation, sinks in more deeply in the
tissues over the right transverse process. This is the second degree lesion. This type of lesion was once
called the Extension Lesion or the
Anterior Lesion.
In rare instances, the old flexion or
posterior type of lesion was found.
Many of the first degree lesions are
caused by a spasm of the muscles
around the vertebra, and this pulls the
vertebra to one side or the other.
These first degree lesions will usually
correct themselves when the muscles
become fatigued and relax.
In all
these lesions we find the usual chain
of symptoms as found in all osseous
lesions.
Above and below the primary second degree lesion, we usually find
other lesions that are compensatory in
nature and almost always are first degree lesions. After correction of the
second degree lesion, that was primary, these other lesions will correct
themselves automatically.
You can make your correction of
these lesions in any position that you
want, but the best way is to have
your patient lying on his side, although
having the patient sitting up or on his
back is all right. As far as fixation,
rotation and corrections are concerned,
this is all the same.
In the case of an old second degree
lesion to be corrected permanently;
these lesions must be corrected many
times so that the muscles and ligaments will regain their normal tone.
In correcting, if you have too great
flexion or extension, you will defeat
your purpose in the proper correction
of the lesion.
M'any times, at the area of a lesion,
you find a local arthritis occurring,
and in this case, you must put the
spine through a series of relaxing motions before you will be able to correct the lesioned condition.
In correcting these first and second
degree lesions, you may or you may
not get a "pop," but this does not
mean that you have properly corrected
the lesion. You may get motion in a
second degree lesion, but you do not
116rrnal motion until your axis of
motion is back to its normal position,
and the weight-bearing point is on the
nucleus pulposus.
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Henry Sauer & Co.
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Osteopathic Hospital of
Philadelphia
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BODY SECRETIONS
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- The proposed College, Hospital and Administration Buildings to be erected at
48th and Spruce Streets, Philadelphia
These teaching units will insure steady growth of this important educational institution. A group
of clinical instructors who are outstanding, both in their teaching capacity and professional attainments,
will stimulate the student body to high professional standards.
The policy of the institution is to encourage quality rather than quantity, and the results are evident in the high standing of the graduating classes as indicated in the licensing examinations, when in
recent years they have displayed a superior grade of scholarship.

The Glass for September, 1929, Is Already Enrolling
Write for the College Bulletin.
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Let us answer your questions concerning eligibility
for entrance. Address

THE REGISTRAR
Philadelphia College of Osteopathy
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Philadelphia, Pa.
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19th and Spring Garden Streets

Address
WALTER S. CLAYTON, Ph.D., M.D.
Director of Clinical Laboratory

20th ·and .Wallace Sts,
PHILADELPHIA

